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Abstract. This paper presents a motion planning
framework controlled by reactive events and producing feedback data suitable to be processed by
various learning and verification methods (e.g. reinforcement learning, runtime monitoring). Our
architecture decomposes subtasks of motion planning into separate perception and trajectory planner parts. In our architecture, we interact between
these distributed parts through discrete-timed events
controlled by timed state machines, besides classical continuous state flow. Our research primarily focuses on autonomous vehicle research, so this framework is supposed to satisfy the requirements of this
field. The motion planner framework interfaces a
widely-used robotic middleware.

Figure 1. Electronically modified autonomous test vehicle

2. Motivation and related work
The development of a new motion planning framework was motivated by ongoing research at our university. We are developing an autonomous vehicle (an electronically modified Nissan Leaf equipped
with numerous sensors, Figure 1) and a differential
drive robot in various projects. Both rely on motion
planning, thus our aim is to create a motion planner
framework usable in both application - with minimal
configuration effort.

1. Introduction
Motion planning (or trajectory planning) is a
mandatory task both in mobile robotics and in autonomous vehicle navigation [4]. The field has been
actively researched and used, providing efficient algorithms suitable for different domains and robot setups. The role of motion planning in robotics is to
create a feasible, collision-free path between the location of the agent (mobile robot or vehicle) and an
arbitrarily defined goal point, based on the agent’s
sensory input and actuation. On the other hand, the
emergence of autonomous vehicles and other special
UGVs requires high-reliability, computational efficiency and optimization of velocity profile even in
rough environmental conditions.

Many commercially available unmanned ground
vehicles (UGV) use ROS and its integrated navigation component, move base. This framework is a
monolithic implementation with plugin-oriented extension and occupancy grids as a basis of environment representation. Some of these issues had been
addressed in move base flex [5]. In autonomous vehicle frameworks, Autoware [3] provides a loose architecture enabling the replacement of its built-in
motion planning component with different solutions.
In both approaches, reactive events (e.g. synchronization of all incoming topics, the transition to replanning, etc.) in both systems are relatively hard to
trace and debug.

The typical problems of motion planner frameworks are their relatively hard extension and limited
verification capabilities. In this paper, we propose a
prototype of a motion planning architecture with the
focus on providing comprehensive verification output and extension capabilities.
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This enables the reuse of components and isolated
verification. Perception components are interacting
with planner components by inducing discrete events
and modifying continuous signals. For instance, an
obstacle detection component may trigger the local
planner to replan by raising a discrete-timed event.
After the obstacle is avoided, the planner restores the
remainder of the original trajectory in relay mode.
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Figure 2. Overview of the local planner state machine described as a state machine

4. Conclusion

3. Architecture proposal

In conclusion, we provided an overview of a
new motion planning framework under development
which can be easily extended with new algorithms
and tuned to specific domain requirements. A new
initial motion planner framework version is created.
The extension of our framework with various local
planner methods is a primary focus. Global trajectory planner methods will be integrated in the future. Our automata framework and the related codegenerator tool will be also enhanced.

In this section, we propose the architecture of our
motion planner framework1 . By investigating other
planner frameworks we found the following typical
characteristics:
1. The underlying planner is controlled by events
(e.g. transition to re-planning, recovery initiation) in a fashion of a state-machine based approach (a brief overview of the local planner
state machine is shown on Figure 2).
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